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Because It Matters
Central Valley Education Association

Know Your Contract:
Reimbursement for
Supplies and Tuition

Important Change for
TRS 3 Plan Members
After January 2015, members on the TRS 3 retirement plans
will no longer be able to change their personal contribution
rate. Under an agreement between the IRS and the
Department of Retirement Systems (DRS), TRS 3 members
will be allowed to continue to make a change in January of
2015. TRS 3 members should consider this as the last change
they have while continuing to work for their current
employer to make this change that affects both the take-home
pay levels and their retirement savings. The DRS has worked
very closely with WEA to retain this benefit for as long as
possible.

Building Rep Training
December 5th, 2014
8:00 am to 11:00 am
Center Place
Room 212

Receipts will be required as proof of
purchase/expenditure.
Reimbursement shall be made twice
a year and paid out at the end of
January and/or the end of July.
To receive payment at the end of
January, requests for reimbursement
and the required receipts must be
submitted to the district by
December 1. To receive payment at
the end of July, requests for
reimbursement and required receipts
must be submitted to the district by
June 1. All non-expendable supplies
purchased with these funds will
remain the property of the District.
Any technology purchases will
require prior approval from the
Director or Supervisor of Technology
Services at the District office to
ensure compatibility with the current
system and the ability of IT to
support the new equipment or
software.
This stipend or any unused portion
thereof may be carried forward.
Maximum carry-forward is $700 in
addition to the amount for the
current year with the total allowable
accumulation not to exceed $1,050.
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Reminder for Turning in Credits
and Clock Hours

Initiative 1351 Passes
Thank you to all of the volunteers who
worked so hard gathering signatures last
spring and calling voters to support the
initiative. Shirley Brick from Ponderosa had
the most signatures from CVEA and is the
recipient of a Starbuck’s card
from WEA Uniserv.

If you take a class outside our district, you
must also include a Course Credit Approval
form with it, signed by both you and your
supervisor, when you submit it to HR. You can
get these from your building secretary or from
HR.
If you take a class through our district, you do
not need this extra form.
Contact Sue Watilo at x5459 or
swatilo@cvsd.org with any questions.

Position
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
High School at
Large
Middle School
at Large
Elementary at
Large
Special Services
at Large
Insurance Chair

From left: Keith Hoekema, Dave Smith, Vicki Arnold,
Monica Larson, Suzanne Smith, Wally Watson, Heather
Graham.
Name
Location
Email

Phone

Vicki Arnold

CVEA office

centralvalleyea@comcast.net

509-926-0201

Wally Watson

University HS

wwatson@cvsd.org

509-228-5296

Suzanne Smith

Central Valley HS

ssmith@cvsd.org

509-228-5196

Dave Smith

University HS

dsmithy@cvsd.org

509-228-5290

Monica Larson

Evergreen MS

mlarson@cvsd.org

509-228-4780

Keith Hoekema

Broadway Elementary

khoekema@cvsd.org

509-228-4100

Heather Graham

Liberty Lake Elementary

hgraham@cvsd.org

509-228-4300
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State Supreme Court Issues Ruling on Retirement plans
Bottom-line Summary: The state Supreme Court upheld the state legislature’s 2007 decision to
eliminate gainsharing from Plans 1 and 3, reduce the full retirement age in Plans 2 and 3 from 65 to 62
with 30 years of service credit, and reduce the penalty for retiring between ages 55-62 with a least 30
years of service credit.
Background: In 1977, the state legislature closed off access to TRS Plan 1 for new employees in an
attempt to save money in pension costs. TRS Plan 1 allowed full retirement with a defined monthly
pension at 30 years of service, regardless of a teacher’s age. The advantage of plan 1 was that
employees could retire as young as 52. The disadvantage was that the pension did not have a cost-ofliving adjustment until the employee had been retired for many years.
Employees hired after October 1, 1977 were put into the newly created TRS Plan 2, which moved the
full retirement age to 65. Employees would be contributing to the retirement system for up to 13 years
longer, therefore presumably stabilizing the retirement plan’s finances. TRS 2 included an annual costof-living adjustment beginning one year after retirement.
In 1995, the state legislature, again concerned about the cost of the teacher retirement plans, created a
new plan called TRS 3. New employees were automatically enrolled in TRS 3. TRS 3 was a “hybrid”
plan, meaning there was a guaranteed benefit upon retirement (half of what a teacher would qualify
for under Plan 2), with the other portion of the plan based on an employee's individual investment
returns.
Existing employees enrolled in Plan 2 were given substantial financial incentives to convert to plan 3.
Some teachers received tens of thousands of dollars deposited into their Plan 3 accounts by agreeing
to irrevocably leave Plan 2. The state’s belief was that more teachers who moved to Plan 3, the more
money it would save.
The state included an attractive feature in Plan 3 called “gainsharing.” When the state's retirement
investment returns exceeded 10% for 4 years in a row, Plan 3 participants would receive a lump sum
payment into their individual investment accounts. There were several “gainsharing events” during
the time period in which gainsharing was in effect, resulting in thousands of dollars being added to
Plan 3 members individual accounts.
So what happened? In 2007, once again the state legislature decided the teacher’s retirement plans
were too expensive, so they eliminated the gainsharing provision.
To “sweeten the pot” for taking away gainsharing, legislators lowered the full retirement age to 62
with at least 30 years of service credit for Plans 2 and 3; significantly lowered the penalties for you
retiring between ages 55 - 62 with at least 30 years of service credit; and allowed employees hired after
July 1, 2007 to choose between Plans 2 and 3. This legislation was written as a “poison pill”, however,
meaning that if WEA sued over the loss of gainsharing and won, the retirement age would return to
65 and the higher penalties would be reinstated for those retiring early.
WEA spent 7 years in a legal fight to reinstate gainsharing. The case ended up in the state Supreme
Court, which finally ruled in August that it was legal for the legislature to eliminate gainsharing from
its pension plans. As a result, gainsharing is now permanently gone, the early retirement provisions
remain in place, and new employees will continue to have the choice between Plans 2 and 3.
***Original article written by Kevin Teeley, Lake Washington EA
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Pro Cert Heads Up

Discipline for Students
With IEPs and 504 Plans

The Office of Testing Integrity (OTI) is
investigating the ProTeach Portfolios of several
WEA members across the state for possible test
fraud. Approximately 20 teachers have
submitted portfolios that have come under
question this year. Misrepresentation of work
constitutes unprofessional practice and is subject
to investigation by the Office of Professional
Practice (OPP). Please call your President or
Uniserv Representative immediately if you
become aware of a teacher who has come under
such scrutiny by the Professional Educator
Standards Board (PESB), OTI or OPP.

Data shows that students with IEPs and 504
Plans are out of school more than any other
students due to disciplinary action. This
information is alarming – these are likely the
students who need to be at school receiving
instruction and support the most! Given this
information, it is important to note that students
with IEPs and 504 Plans are protected by law in
the area of discipline. Any student with an IEP
or 504 Plan can be suspended for up to 10 school
days by a building administrator. Once a student
has been suspended for 10 days or more (either
cumulatively or in one incident), building IEP
and/or 504 teams must meet with
parents/guardians for a manifestation
determination. The purpose of a manifestation
determination is to determine if the behavior that
caused the discipline was either (1) a
manifestation of the student’s disability or (2)
failure to implement their IEP or 504 Plan.

What is Pro Cert?
The Professional Certificate for Teachers (Pro
Cert) was established in 2000 as the second-tier
license for Washington teachers. It is an
evidence-based system focused on improved
teaching and student learning.
In January 2010, the Professional Educator
Standards Board (PESB) implemented the
ProTeach Portfolio, which is now the assessment
to be passed to receive the professional
certificate (see www.waproteach.org for more
information).

Once a student has reached more than 10 days
out of school due to discipline, they are required
to be served in some capacity. If the discipline
was the result of a behavior that is a
manifestation of the student’s disability, they
have the right to return to their educational
setting.

Teachers can apply for their professional
certificate after meeting the ProTeach Portfolio
passing score and completing two full years of
service accruing at least 1.5 FTE.

Our hope is to provide a quality education for
every student in CVSD. IEP and 504 Plan
students with behavioral difficulties need teams
of teachers, staff, and home support to problem
solve and think of creative ways to meet their
individual needs. The hope of the manifestation
determination meetings is to not only follow the
rules of the law, but also to problem solve and
find solutions that will work for students and
teachers. Please enlist the help of support
personnel for IEPs and 504 Plans when needed!

Each entry whether initial or resubmitted must
be the teacher's own work, even if the teacher
worked collaboratively with others. Software is
utilized to scan all written commentary for
overlap with previous submissions or with
another candidate’s submission. If overlap is
detected, scores will be voided and an
investigation with the Office of Testing Integrity
may be initiated.
Results will be forwarded to PESB (WAC 181-87050) and possibly OPP if misrepresentation is
believed to have occurred.

*Article submitted by Gretchen Newell, Learning Specialist

*Information provided by Shannon Hughes –Uniserv Rep
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